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Abstract 
It is known that the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation possesses fast and slow 
travelling waves. Fast waves are perturbations of singular orbits consisting of 
two pieces of slow manifolds and connections between them, whereas slow waves 
are perturbations of homoclinic orbits of the unperturbed system. We unfold 
a degenerate point where the two types of singular orbits coalesce forming a 
heteroclinic orbit of the unpertubed system. Let c denote the wave speed and 
E the singular perturbation parameter. We show that there exists a C 2 smooth 
curve of homoclinic orbits of the form ( c, E( c)) connecting the fast wave branch 
to the slow wave branch. Additionally we show that this curve has a unique 
non-degenerate maximum. Our analysis is based on a Shilnikov coordinates 
result, extending the Exchange Lemma of Jones and Kopell. We also prove 
the existence of inclination-filp points for the travelling wave equation thus 
providing the evidence of the existence of n-homoclinic orbits ( n-pulses for the 
FitzHugh-Nagumo equation) for arbitrary n. 
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1 Introduction 
Travelling wave solutions are basic patterns of reaction diffusion equations. These 
waves correspond to heteroclinic or homoclinic orbits of related ODE problems. Fre-
quently such orbits can be found by means of singular perturbation theory. One of 
the prototypical examples is the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation: 
Ut = Uxx + J ( U) - W 
Wt= c(u -1w). 
(1.1) 
The equation (1.1) is a simplified version of the Hodgkin-Huxley equation used as a 
model of nerve axon dynamics. Travelling waves for (1.1) are solutions of the form 
(u, w)(x, t) = (u, w)(e), e = x +ct. Here c is the wave speed of the travelling wave 
and is assumed to be positive. Looking for travelling waves is equivalent to searching 
for bounded solutions of the following ODE: 
u=v 
v = cv.-f(u) +w 
w=:(u-1w), 
c 
(1.2) 
It is assumed that I and c are non-negative and that f ( u) is a cubic nonlinearity with 
f(O) = 0. In this work we consider a specific choice off, namely f( u) = u(l-u )( u-a ), 
where a> 0 is a real parameter. Our results can be easily extended to a more general 
setting. 
Note that p0 = (0, 0, 0) is an equilibrium of (1.2) regardless of the values of c and 
a and becomes a hyperbolic saddle for c > 0. The equilibrium point p0 corresponds 
to the stationary solution ( u, w) = (0, 0) of (1.1 ), which is the rest state of the 
system. An interesting question is whether there are homoclinic orbits of (1.2) doubly 
asymptotic to p0 • Such homoclinic orbits correspond to travelling waves of (1.1) 
having the form of a pulse and approaching the rest state fore--+ ±oo. For c ~ 1 one 
can look for homoclinic orbits using singular perturbation theory. More specifically, 
when c = 0 one can construct singular orbits of (1.2) containing the equilibrium p0 • 
Here we consider two types of singular orbits shown in Fig. la. The orbit r Jo exists 
for c = c* # 0 and the orbit r so can be found in the limit c = f = c = 0. Homoclinic c 
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Figure 1: The singular orbits of (1.2). 
orbits of (1.2) can be sought as perturbations of the orbits r JO and r sO· Homoclinic 
orbits obtained by perturbing r Jo are referred to as fast waves and the ones found 
by perturbing r so are refered to as slow waves. The existence of fast waves was 
proved by Hastings [10] using classical singular perturbation theory, by Carpenter [2] 
using Conley index and by Langer [17] using a combination of analytic and geometric 
methods. Later an elegant geometric proof of the result .was given by Jones, Kopell 
and Langer [13]. Their analysis was based on a technical result called the Exchange 
Lemma, which describes the behavior of certain invariant manifolds transverse to the 
orbit r JO as they travel along a slow manifold of (1.2). The most general version of 
the Exchange Lemma can be found in the work of Tin, Kopell and Jones [26], see 
also [15] and [25]. Recently a more elementary proof was given by Brunovsky [1]. 
The known results on the existence of fast and slow waves are illustrated by 
the solid lines in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2 [28]. Yanagida [28] conjectured 
that bifurcation curves corresponding to the slow wave and to the fast wave are 
connected (see the dashed line in Fig. 2). The conjecture of Yanagida cannot be 
proved in general using local analytic methods since it requires global information 
on the vector field. However' when a = ! the singular orbits r JO and r sO coalesce 
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Figure 2: The bifurcation curves: known (solid line) and conjectured (dashed line). 
forming a heteroclinic cycle r0 , connecting p0 and p1 = (1, 0, 0), see Fig lb. In this 
article we prove the existence of a connection between fast waves and slow waves for 
(a, ~, c) ~ ( ~, 0, 0). More precisely we show that for every fixed a < ~ sufficiently close 
to a == ~ there exists a curve in the ( E, c) space of the form ( c, c( c)), 0 ~ c ~ c*, such 
that for each (c, c(c)) the equation (1.2) has a homoclinic orbit near r 0. Equivalently 
there exists a surface of homoclinic orbits in the ( c, E, a) space bol+nded by the curves 
c = 0 and c = c*( a), see Fig. 4. For c ~ c*( a) the homocli?-ic or~it corresponds to a 
fast wave and for c ~ 0 to a slow wave. We also show that the function c( c) has a 
unique nondegenerate maximum. 
The main technical part of our work is proving the existence of Shilnikov coor-
dinates [6] in the vicinity of a slow manifold. Our result is in many aspects similar 
to the Exchange Lemma, it has however the advantage of describing the behavior of 
trajectories for which the passage time near the slow manifold is uniformly bounded 
as E -t 0. This allows us to handle the codimension two problem mentioned above. 
Our result gives also a more analytic and formula oriented way of proving the exi-
stence of fast waves. In fact the Exchange Lemma in its full generality can be proved 
by using standard estimates on Shilnikov coordinates, see Szmolyan [24]. 
Using the information we obtain about the existence of homoclinic orbits we show 
the existence of inclination-flip homoclinic orbits. An inclination-flip point is, roughly 
speaking, a codimension two point corresponding to a degeneracy of the center bundle 
around the homoclinic orbit. The unfolding of an inclination-flip point may contain 
complex dynamics [11], [22], including n-homoclinic orbits, i.e. orbits which pass n-
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times near the singularity before closing up. This complex dynamics is likely to occur 
for the equation (1.2). To actually prove its existence it would be necessary to verify 
a non-degeneracy condition - a difficult task, since the location of the inclination-flip 
points is not known. The n-homoclinic orbits of (1.2) would correspond to n-pulse 
travelling waves of ( 1.1). 
Jones [12] and Yanagida [28] proved independently that fast waves are asympto-
tically stable as solutions of (1.1 ). Since slow waves are unstable [8] it follows that 
along the curve ( c, c( c)) a stability change must occur. In a companion article Sand-
stede [21] proves that the stability change occurs precisely for the point (CM, c( CM)) 
corresponding to the maximum of the curve c( c). The result of [21] has an interesting 
consequence for our problem. Numerical experiments suggest that inclination-flip 
points occur for values of c < CM. Consequently the n-pulse solutions created as 
a result of the inclination-flip bifurcation must all be unstable as solutions of (1.1 ), 
since the basic solution from which they bifurcate is unstable. 
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background information 
on fast waves and slow waves. In Section 3 we formulate the main results of this ar-
ticle. In Section 4 we prove the main bifurcation result using the result on Shilnikov 
coordinates. In this section we also present a proof of the existence of fast waves 
using Shilnikov coordinates. In Section 5 we prove the existence of Shilnikov coordi-
nates· and _derive their asymptotic expansion. In Section 6 we prove the existence of 
inclination-flip points. Section 7 summarizes the results of the article and presents 
some open problems. 
2 Background 
In this section we present background information on the existence of fast and slow 
waves. We begin with a few general remarks concerning the travelling wave equation 
(1.2). 
When € = 0 (1.2) has a curve of equilibria S defined by the conditions v = 0, 
w = f ( u) and containing the points Po = (0, 0, 0) and P1 = (1, 0, 0). When E -=f. 0 
(1.2) still has the equilibrium at p0 and may have one or two additional equilibria, 
depending on the value of I· In this section we assume that / is small, so that p0 
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is the only equilibrium of (1.2). The results discussed below extend to the other 
case with some (trivial) restrictions. Let SL and SR denote neighborhoods of p0 and 
p1 , respectively, in S. If SL and SR are not too big they are normally hyperbolic 
and have two dimensional stable and unstable manifolds. Fenichel theory [9] implies 
that for c =f=. 0 SL and SR persist as locally invariant manifolds with stable and 
unstable manifolds depending smoothly on c and other parameters. We will now 
briefly describe the construction of fast waves and slow waves, denoted by r J and rs, 
respectively. 
2.1 Fast \\Taves 
The orbits r J are close to singular orbits of (1.2) which are obtained in the following 
way. Set c = 0. F~r every 0 < a < ~there exists c*( a) such that there is a heteroclinic 
connection from Po to Pl· Typically for this c*(a) no connection from P1 to Po exists, 
but one can choose w* > 0 so that there is a connection in thew = w* plane from 
the equilibrium in SR to the equilibrium in SL. Hence there exists a singular closed 
orbit (a collection of trajectories) of (1.2) consisting of the connection Po --+ p1, the 
piece of SR from p1 ~o SR n { w = ~*}, the conne~tion in { w = w*} from SR to SL 
and the piece of SL from SL n { w = w*} to Po (see Fig. la). Let r JO be this singular 
orbit. The following celebrated theorem has been the subject of many mathematical 
investigations. 
Theorem 1 For a fixed value of 0 < a < ~ there exists a unique curve in the ( c, c) 
plane of 1-homoclinic orbits I'J emanating from the point (O,c*(a)). The orbits I'J 
are close to f JO and converge to f JO as C --+ c*( a) and € --+ 0. 
A modern proof of Theorem 1 was given in Jones, Kopell and Langer [13]. The 
difficult part of the proof consists of analyzing the behavior of trajectories near the 
manifold SR. This difficulty was solved in [13] by means of the so-called Exchange 
Lemma which we state below. Improved and more general versions of the Exchange 
Lemma were proved by Jones and Kopell [14], Jones, Kaper and Kopell [15], Tin, 
Jones and Kopell [26]. Alternative proofs of the result were given by Brunovsky 
[1] and Szmolyan [24]. In the proof of the Exchange Lemma one uses the Fenichel 
coordinates [9], [15], which are defined in a small neighborhood of SR. In these 
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coordinates (1.2) has the form: 
x = -A8 (x, y, z)x 
iJ = Au(x, y, z)y 
z = E(l + B(x,y,z)xy), 
(2.3) 
for (x, y, z) E W x [-0, O], where Wis a small neighborhood of (0, 0) and n > 0. The 
functions As and Au are positive and bounded away from 0. The Fenichel coordinates 
are Ck smooth for arbitrary k. Let ~1 = {(x, y, z) : x = ~}, ~2 = {(x, y, z) : y = ~} 
for some ~ > 0 sufficiently small. Consider the following extension of the equation 
(2.3): 
x = -A8 (x, y, ()x 
iJ = Au(x, y, ()y 
( = E(U + B(x, y, ()xy), 
(2.4) 
where x and y are as above, ( E 1Rk and U = (1, 0, ... , 0) E 1Rk. The sections ~1 
and ~2 are defined analogously as for ( 2. 3). In the standard proof of Theorerri 1 one 
needs k = 2 and ( = (z, c). Note that the sets {x :- O} and {y = 0} correspond to 
Wu( SR) and W 8 (SR), respectively. Here we state a version of the Exchange Lemma 
applicable to (2.4). For the general result see [15]. 
Theorem 2 Let Me C 1R2+k be a two dimensional manifold invariant for the flow 
of (2.4). Assume that Ne = Me n ~1 intersects {y = O} transversely. Let p = 
(x0 , y0 , ( 0 ) E Ne be a point whose trajectory intersects ~2 at some point p(T) after a 
time T = 0( ~). Then, for some C > 0 and for E > 0 sufficiently small, the manifold 
Me is O(e-~) C1 close to {x = 0, (i = (~, i > 1} at p(T). 
The statement of Theorem 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The existence of fast waves is now proved as follows. For fixed €let Me be the 
union of W 8 (po) taken over different values of c ~ c* and let NE= MEn~1- A Melnikov 
computation shows that N0 is transverse to W 8 (SR)· This transversality persists for 
c > 0. Using Theorem 2 we conclude that NE is carried by the flow to a manifold 
which is exponentially C1 close to Wu(SR)· Finally, computing another Melnikov 
integral, we establish transversality of the intersection of Wu(SR) and Ws(SL). It 
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Figure 3: The Exchange Lemma. 
follows that Me and Ws(SL) intersect transversally for small enough E and these 
intersections correspond to fast waves r f. 
2·.2 Slow waves. 
Set 8 = ~and consider the limit 8 = c = 0 in (1.2). In this limit the first two equations 
of (1.2) form a hamiltonian system and, for 0 <a< t, have a nondegenerate planar 
homoclinic orbit to the equilibrium at (0, 0), see Fig. la. We denote this homoclinic 
orbit by r sO· It can be shown that the Melnikov coefficient with respect to the 
parameter c does not vanish, see Section 4. This implies that, when 8 = 0, the 
surfaces formed by stable and unstable manifolds of (0, 0) taken for all values of 
c ~ 0 intersect transversally. Hence these manifolds must intersect transversally for 
8 f= 0, [9], [23]. Clearly these intersections give homoclinic orbits, which are the slow 
waves rs. 
3 Statement of the results 
3.1 The main result 
As mentioned in the introduction the objective of this work is to show that for a~ t 
there exists a surface of homoclinic orbits of (1.2) bounded by a wedge in the E = 0 
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Figure 4: The surface 1-{, of homoclinic orbits. 
plane given by the lines c = 0 and c = c*( a), see Fig 4. The homoclinic orbits near the 
c = 0 boundary correspond to slow waves and the ones near the c = c* (a) boundary 
correspond to fast waves. Consequently, we consider the case 0 < E ~ c and let 
8 = ~. Note that when c is bounded away from 0 the limits 8 = 0 and E = 0 are 
equivalent. We will often use 8 as an independent parameter and define Eby E = 8c. 
For 8 = c = 0 (1.2) has a he~eroclinic cycle I'0 connecting the equilibria po and Pt 
contained in the plane w = 0, see Fig. lq. We will look for homoclinic orbits to Po 
which are close to r 0 • Let N(I'o) be a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of I'o. 
We say that a homoclinic orbit is n-homoclinic if its winding number with respect to 
N(I'o) is n. The following theorem is the main result of this article: 
Theorem 3 There exists a surf ace 1-{, in the ( E, c, a) space defined near the point 
( E, c, a) = (0, 0, t) in the region E > 0, c > 0, a < t such that for every ( E, c, a) E 1i 
there exists a 1-homoclinic orbit r( E, c, a) near r 0. The surface 1-{, and the family 
f ( E, c, a) have the following properties: 
(i) The map (c,c,a)-+ I'(c,c,a) is continuous and lim I'(c,c,a) = r 0 • 
. c,8--1-0,a--1-t 
(ii) r(c,c,a) is unique, that is if r is a l-homoclinic orbit of (1.2) with (c,c,a) 
sufficiently near to (0, 0, ! ) and r is sufficiently near r 0 then ( E, c, a) E 1-{, and 
r = r( t, c, a). 
(iii) For a ~ ! fixed the curve ?ia = { ( E, c) : ( t, c, a) E ?i} has the form ?ia = 
{ (ta( c), c) : c E [O, c*( a)]}, where ta is a C 2-smooth function of c. 
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(iv) For every a :::::::: t the function Ea has a unique nondegenerate maximum zn 
(0, c*(a)). Moreover c~(O) = 0 (see Fig. 2) 
( v) As c ---+ 0 the orbit f ( c, c, a) approaches the pianar homoclinic orbit r sO and as 
C ---+ c* (a) the orbit f ( €, c, a) approaches the singular orbit f JO. 
Remark 1 Let a:::::::: t be fixed. For c in (O,c*(a)) close to 0 the homoclinic orbit 
r( E, c, a) corresponds to a slow wave rs• For c near c*( a) the orbit r( E, c, a) corre-
sponds to a fast waver J· 
3.2 Shilnikov coordinates. 
In order to prove Theorem 3 we need to understand the flow near the point p1 for 
8 > 0. Recall that the existence of the fast wave ff away from the point a = ~ can 
be proved using the Exchange Lemma (Theorem 2). The assertion of the Exchange 
Lemma holds for passage times from :E1 to :E2 of the order O(t ). However, to prove 
the existence of the surface 1i we also need to understand the behavior of trajectories 
~or which the passage time is bounded away from oo uniformly in 8. To handle this 
situation we use an analytic approach based on the method of Lin [16], [20]. The 
following theorem establishes the existence of Shilnikov coordinates [ 6] for the flow of 
(2.4) from :E1 to :E2 (see Fig 3) and is the main technical result needed in the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
Our starting point is an arbitrary singularly perturbed system in Fenichel normal 
form, analogous to (2.4). 
x = -A8 (x, y, z)x 
y = Au(x, y, z)y 
z = 8(U + B(x, y, z)xy), 
(3.5) 
where (x,y,z) E lRxlRxlRm, U = (1,0, ... ,0) E lRm, and mis a positive integer. 
We assume that the functions As and Au are uniformly bounded and bounded away 
from 0. Let F = (F1, F2 , F3 ) denote the RHS of (3.5). The vector field F depends 
on a multidimensional parameter A :::::::: Ao and is Ck+1 in (x, y, z, 8, A), k ~ 0. For 
the FitzHugh-Nagumo problem A = (c, a). Let :Ei = {(x, y, z) Ix = L'.l}, :E2 = 
{(x, y, z) I y = L'.l}. 
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Theorem 4 Fix ~ > 0 small. For every sufficiently large T and sufficiently small 
8 > 0 and z there exists a unique solution p(t) of (3.5) with flight time T from E1 to 
E2 such that 
p(O) = (~, aie-a~T, z) + O(e-a*T(O, e-a~T, 0)) 
p(T) = (a2e-a:r, ~' z + 8TU) + O(e-a*T(e-a:T, 0, 8)). 
where ai, a2 , o:: and a: are positive, Ck smooth functions of (T, 8, A, z) and o:* is a 
positive constant. Moreover 
D111 ••• 111p(O) = D111 ••• 111 (~, aie-a~T, z) + O(e-a*T(O, e-a~T, 0)) 
D111 ••• 111p(T) = D111 ••• 111 ( a2e-a:r, ~' z + 8TU) + O(e-a*T ( e-a:r, 0, 8)), 
where Vj = T,)..,z or8, j =), ... ,land l E {l, ... ,kJ. 
Remark 2 Consider the vector field 
(3.6) 
z = 8U 
The first hit map from E1 to E2 given by the flow of (3.6) is the first order appro-
ximation of the map given by the Shilnikov coo:r;dinates. Consequently, Theorem 4 
can be seen as a justification of using the simple model of the flow in studying the 
dynamics of (1.2) near SR. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Section 5. 
3.3 Inclination-flip points. 
In Section 6 we prove the existence of inclination-flip points for equation (1.2). We 
now review the basic definitions and results on inclination flip bifurcations and sub-
sequently state the result proved in this article. Consider a differential equation 
x = F( x ), x E lR3 
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Let r = { 1(t) : t E IR} be a homoclinic orbit asymptotic to a saddle point p. 
Suppose that DF(p) has three real eigenvalues 
with eigenvectors ess, es, eu. Generically the orbit r is tangent at p to the principal~ 
directions eu and es. Choose eu oriented according to the direction of the flow and 
es opposite to the direction of the flow. Consider the bundle of stable directions 
Z(t) = T-y(t) ws(p) and a continuous vector field consisting of vectors n(t) normal to 
Z(t) such that for any t sufficiently large n(t) · eu > 0. The bundle Z(t) is orientable 
if for any t sufficiently large n(-t) ·es > 0 and is nonorientable if for any t sufficiently 
large n(-t) · es < 0. The orbit r is twisted if Z is orientable and nontwisted if Z is 
nonorientable [5]. 
A point of transition between a twisted homoclinic orbit and a non-twisted one, 
occuring when Z(t) tends to the plane spanned by eu and es as t -t -oo, is called an 
inclination-flip point. 
In Section 6 we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 There exist values of (!, 8, c, a) for which the equation {1.2) has an 
inclination-flip homoclinic orbit. 
Remark 3 For the eigenvalue configuration of (1.2), that is -Ass~ -As, Au~ -As 
a generic unfolding of an inclination-flip point contains very complicated dynamics, 
including n-homoclinic orbits for arbitrary n (orbits passing near P n - 1 times 
before closing up), Smale horseshoes and Henon-like attractors [11], [18]. We are 
unfortunately not able to check the nondegeneracy condition necessary to guarantee 
the existence of this dynamics, see however [3] for a possible approach. Based on 
the results of Nii [19] we can conclude the existence of 2-homoclinic orbits near the 
inclination-flip point. In particular the n-homoclinic orbits correspond to travelling 
waves with n humps for the FitzHugh-N agumo equation. 
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4 Bifurcation analysis 
4.1 Melnikov computations. 
In this section we carry out the Melnikov computations necessary to prove Theorems 3 
and 1. As we are searching for homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium p0 we must locate• 
the intersections of wu(po) with W 8 (p0 ). Recall the definitions of the sections :E1 and 
:E2. Let II denote the first hit map from :E1 to :E2. Observe that wu(p0 )nWs(p0 ) f:. 0 if 
and only if II(Wu(p0 ) n :E1 ) E W 8 (SL) n :E2. The strategy of our proof is to determine 
when this inclusion takes place. Thus,O, we need to compute the positions of the 
manifolds wu (po) n :E1 and ws (SL) n :E2 and understand the action of the map 
II. The necessary information on II is given by Theorem 4. In this subsection we 
determine the positions of Wu(Po) n :E1 and W 8 (SL) n :E2 using Melnikov analysis. 
Let ( x, y, z) denote globally defined coordinates which are obtained from ( u, v, w) 
by a transformation yielding Fenichel coordinates near p1 and equal to the identity 
outside a sm<:tll neighborhood of p1 • Note that when 8 = 0 the plane w = 0 is 
invariant and the transformation to ( x, y, z ) coordinates for 8 = 0 does not alter the 
w ~oordinate. Define a by a= a - t- It·follows that the manifolds .wu(Po) n :E1 and 
ws(SL) n :E2 have the following representation in the (x, y, z) coordinates. 
wu(o) n :E1 = (~, Voa + V1C + V28, 0(8)) + Ri 
W 8 (SL) n :E2 = (v3a + V4C + V5Z, ~' z + 0(8)) + R2, 
where R1 is quadratic in ( c, a, 8) and R2 is quadratic in ( c, a, z, 8). We prove the 
following result. 
Proposition 1 The coefficients v0 , •• • , v5 do not vanish. Moreover v0 , vi, v2 , v3 , 
vs < 0 and V4 > 0. 
Proof. We perform the required Melnikov computations for the original ( u, v, w) 
coordinates and then argue that the coefficients in the ( x, y, z ) coordinates have the 
same sign. The coefficients v0 , vi, v3 , v4 and v5 can be computed for 8 = 0. Hence 
we set 8 = 0 and consider the planar problem 
u=v 
V =CV - f(u) + W. (4.1) 
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Let xr ( t) and X 1 ( t) denote the heteroclinic connections from p0 to p1 and from p1 
to Po respectively. These connections exist for 8 = c = w = a = 0. We compute 
the distances from Wu(po) to W 5 (P1) in ~1 and from Wu(p1 ) to W 5 (p0 ) in ~2 up to 
first order inc, w and a. Write xr(t) = (ur(t), vr(t), wr(t)). Consider the adjoint 
equation of ( 4.1) with respect to the connection xr: 
(4.2) 
and let wr be a bounded solution of ( 4.2) pointing to the outside of r O· Let ,\ E 
{a,c,w} and let F0 denote the RHS of (4.1). Then 
M; = l: D;.Fo(Xr(t)) · Wr(t)dt 
measures the distance from Wu(Po) to W 5 (p1 ) at first order in ,\ [27], [16]. Up to 
multiplication by a constant wr = (-vr(t), ur(t)) = (-vr(t), vr(t)). We compute 
M; = l: v"(t)2dt > o 
M:V = /_
00 
vr(t)dt = [1 dur = i 
-oo lo 
M~ = -/_00 ur(t)(ur(t)- l)vr(t)dt = - f 1 ur(ur - l)dur = !. 
-oo lo 6 
To compute the Melnikov coefficients relative to the connection X 1 we consider the 
adjoint equation of ( 4.1) with respect to the connection X 1• The function '11 1 = 
(-v1(t), u1(t)) is a bounded solution of this equation. In a similar manner as in the 
case of xr we obtain 
M~ = l: v1(t) 2dt > 0 
M~ = /_00 v1(t)dt = f0 du1 = -1 
-oo Ji 
/_
00 r1 1 M~ = -
00 
u1(t)(u1(t)- l)v1(t)dt = - lo u1(u1 - l)du1 = - 6, 
where M~, M~ and M; measure the distance from wu(p1 ) to W 8 (po). 
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We now compute V2 as the derivative of the distance from wu(po) to ws(SR) with 
respect to 8 at 8 = 0. The adjoint equation of (1.2) along Xr(t) is 
(~:)=(~1 : )( ~:). (4.3) 
The space of bounded solutions of ( 4.3) is two dimensional, spanned by 
(-v(t), u(t), -u(t)) and (0,0, 1). Let w = (-v(t),u(t), 1 - u(t)). The function 
W is the unique, up to multiplication by a constant, bounded solution of ( 4.3) satis-
fying the condition lim W(t) = 0. It follows that w(t) is normal to Txr(t) Ws(SR) for t-+oo 
t E lR. Moreover W points to the outside of Ws(SR), that is its inner product with 
the eigenvector of DF(p1 ) pointing opposite to the fl.ow on xr is positive. It now 
follows from Melnikov theory that the dependence on 8 of the distance from wu (Po) 
to Ws(SR) is given by the following integral: 
Mo=/_: D0F · Wdt 
Since X" is contained in the plane w = 0 it follows that Mo . = i:: ( 1-u ( t) )u( t) dt > 0. 
The corresponding Melnikov coefficients in the ( x, y, z ) coordinates are of the 
same sign. To see this note that the transformation to the ( x, y, z ) coordinates is a 
composition of the translation u -+ u + 1, a linear transformation having no effect 
on the signs of the Melnikov coefficients and a transformation H1 , which is bounded 
in the C 1 norm, independently of the size of the neighborhood on which the Fenichel 
coordinates are defined. Hence the relevant Melnikov coefficients have the form: 
,., J_T of {oo 
M;..=. -ooOA ·Wdt+ JT * ·Wdt, 
where T can be made arbitrarily large and * is some unknown expression bounded 
independently of T. Recall that W ( t) approaches 0 exponentially fast as t -+ oo. 
It follows that when T is made sufficiently large the signs of the relevant Melnikov 
coefficients remain unaltered. 
We now consider the coefficients v0 , ••• , v5 • The quantities v0 , v 1 and v2 mea-
sure the distance from Wu(p0 ) to W 8 (SR) along the coordinate y, which is oriented 
opposite to wr (see Fig. 3). Hence the signs of Vo, V1 and V2 are opposite to the 
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signs of M~, M; and Ms respectively. Consequently v0 , vi, v2 < 0. The quantities 
V3, V4 and Vs measure the distance from W 8 (SR) to wu(SL) along the coordinate x, 
which is oriented opposite to wz. The Melnikov coefficients relative to xz measure 
the distance from wu(SL) to ws(SR) along '111• Hence the signs of V3, V4, Vs are the 
same as the signs of M~, M~, and M~. D 
Remark 4 For c = 0 the time reversal symmetry of ( 4.1) implies that 
This implies that when 8 = c = w = 0 the dependence of Wu(O)n:E1 and W 8 (SL)n:E 2 
on a is the same. In particular v0 = v3 • This equality will not be altered by the 
transformation to the Fenichel coordinates. 
To prove Theorem 1 we need similar information on the behavior of the invariant 
manifolds of p0 and SR when a ¢ !· Let c* and w* be as introduced in Section 2 
and let ( 0, 0, z*) be the representation of the point (f-1 ( w*), 0, w*) in the Fenichel 
coordinates near SR. Fix a. For c near c* and z near z* we consider the following 
expansions: 
Wu(O) n :Ei = (~, 'T/1( c - c*) +.TJ28, 0( 8) + Ri) 
W 8 (SL) n :E2 = (~, TJ3(c - c*) + TJ4(w - w*), R2), 
where R1 is quadratic in ( c - c*, 8) and R2 is quadratic in ( c - c*, w - w*) and linear. 
in 8. We have the following result: 
Proposition 2 The coefficients 'TJi, .• . , 'f/4 do not vanish. Moreover 'TJi, 'f/2, 'f/4 < 0 
and 'f/3 > 0. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1. 0 
4.2 Proof of Theorem 3 
In this section we prove Theorem 3 using Proposition 1 and Theorem 4. The assertion 
of Proposition 1 implies that the manifolds wu(po) n ~1 and ws(SL) n ~2 can be 
expressed in the following way. 
wu(po) n ~1 = (~, -Koa - KtC - K28, 0(8)) 
W 8 (SL) n ~2 = (-Koa + K3C - K4Z + 0(8), ~' Z + 0(8)), 
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where "'o = -v0 + O(o:) and depends only on a, "'i = -v1 + O(c, a, z, 8), "'2 = 
-v2 + 0( c, a, z, 8), K,3 = v4 + 0( c, a, z, 8) and "'4 = -v5 + 0( c, a, z, 8). 
We now use the information about the local map II : :E1 -1' :E2 provided by 
Theorem 4. Recall that for any· large enough T Theorem 4 guarantees the existence 
of a solution X(t) of (3.5) such that 
X(O) = (~, b1e-a~T, z) 
X(T) = (b2e-a:T, ~' z + 8T + 0( 8e-a*T) ), 
where bi= ai+O(e-a*T), i = 1, 2, ai do not vanish and are independent of T. Similar 
estimates hold for the first and second derivatives of X(O) and X(T) with respect to 
T, c, a, 8 and z. The time reversibility of (4.1) for 8 = c = 0 implies that b1 = b2 
and a~ = a: when 8 = c = 0. A 1-homoclinic solution of (1.2) is determined by the 
equations: 
(b1e-a~T, z) = (-K,oO: - "'1c - "'28, 0(8)) 
(b2e-a!T, z) = (-K,oO: + K,3C - K,4Z, z) 
z = z + 8T + 0(8). 
Substituting the expression for z we obtain the equations: 
b -a*T ~ ie u = -K,oO: - "'1c - "'2u ( 4.4a} 
( 4.4b) 
Fix a < 0 and recall that € = 8c. Let c*( o:) be the solution of the equation 
obtained by setting 8 = 0 and T = oo in (4.4a), that is 0 = -K,00: - "'1c. Theorem 3 
is a consequence of the following proposition: 
Proposition 3 The system of equations (4.4) defines € as a C2 smooth function of 
c mapping [O, c*( a)] into R+ with the following properties: 
(i) E(O)=E(c*(o:))=O, 
(ii) ~: (0) = 0, ~: ( c*( a)) < 0 
(iii) € has a unique maximum in [O, c* (a)]. 
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Proof. We subtract ( 4.4b) from ( 4.4a) obtaining the expression 
(4.5) 
Observe that ( 4.5) can be solved for 8T as a function of t and c. Let t9( c) = 
~1 ( c, a, 0, 0) + ~3 ( c, a, 0, 0). It follows that 
( 4.6) 
where w( c, t) is a smooth function of c and ~' a1 ( c, T) = a~( c, T, 0), a 2 ( c, T) = 
a;(c, T, 0), b1 (c, T) = b1 (c, T, 0) and b2(c, T) = b2 (c, T, 0). Due to time reversibility 
for c = 8 = 0 we have a1 (0, T) = a2(0, T) and b1 (0, T) = b2(0, T). 
We now proceed as follows. We substitute ( 4.6) in ( 4.4a) and show that the re-
sulting expression defines T as an increasing function of c mapping [O, c*(a)] into JR+ 
and such that T--+ oo as c--+ c*(a). By substituting T(c) back into (4.6) we obtain 
8 as a function of c with 8(0) = 8(c*(a)) = 0 and ~~ (0) bounded. Next we show that 
de 2 *T de ·2 *T . . - < 0 for c ~ T e-au and -d · > 0 for 0 < c ~ e- o:u • Fmally we show that, for 
de 
2 
c . . 
c # 0, ~: = 0 implies ~c: < 0. These properties imply the assertions (i), (ii) and (iii). 
We now substitute 8( c, T) into ( 4.4a) thus obtaining an expression of the form 
0(c, T) = 0, (4.7) 
where 
(4.8) 
We show that ( 4. 7) defines T as a function of c by showing that :T 0( c, T) # 0. 
From the definition of a: and the C 2 estimates on the local coordinates we conclude 
that 
(4.9) 
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Also 
88 1 ( " " ) 1 1 oT(c, T) = - K4(0)T2 i?(c)c + b1e-cx1T - b2e-cx2T . (w(c, T) + O(T)) (4.10) 
+ ,.4 (~)T (-a1bi_e-"1T +a1~e-"2T) · ( \li(c, ~)) · (i+ 0(8T + ~ + c)). 
1 " " " " Suppose c ~ T
2
• Consider the expression b1e-cx1T - b2e-cx2T. Note that b1 - b2 and 
1 
a 1 - a 2 are of the order 0( c). Since cT = 0( T) we have the following estimate: 
( 4.11) 
It follows that 
( 4.12) 
Hence -b1e-"1T and - ::~~i '9(0) ; 2 are the dominating terms in :TG(c, T). It 
0 . . 1 K2(0) C • • 
follows that fJT 8( c, T) < 0. When c > T 2. then - K
4
(0) 19(0) T 2 1s the dommant term 
in a~ 0( c, T). It follows that :'r 0 ( c, T) < 0 for any c E ( 0, c* (a)). Consequently 
( 4. 7) defines T as a smooth function of c. Moreover 
Hence~~ > 0, that is Tis increasing as a function of c. Recall that e = 8c. We have 
( 4.13) 
and 
(4.14) 
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We claim that c 2:: T 2e-"1T implies ~: < 0. Note that if c 2:: T 2e-"1T then 
It follows that 
88 dT Ki(O) A 1 
8T de = - K 2(0) (1 + b1a 1 + O(e + T + 8T)), 
88 e 
whereas the terms 8 and e 
8
e are O(T). The claim follows. We now restrict our 
attention to ( e, T) satisfying 
(4.15) 
We first show that c(e) has a maximum. Suppose that e::::; e-2a 1T. Then 
( 4.16) 
so that c2 ~~ = 0( e-3" 1T). It follows that the terms Ii and c ~! dominate in the 
expression for .~:. Hence ~: > 0. I; follows that E( c) lias a maximum for 0 < c < 
T2e-a1T. 
We will now show that ~: = 0 implies :; < 0. This implies that the function 
c( e) has a unique nondegenerate maximum. To this end we write: 
de dT · 
de= c de g(e), 
where 
( ) _ 1 88 (dT)_1(8 88) g e - ~ 8T + de ~ + 8e · 
Clearly g(c) = 0 is equivalent to ~: = 0. Suppose g(c) = 0. Then 
d2c dT dg 
de2 = e de de (e). 
dg d 1 88 1 
We show that de(e) < 0. Itfollowsfrom(4.12) that lde~ 8TI = O(T2). We compute 
.!:_((dT tl(~ + 88)) = -(dT r2d2T (~ + 88) + (dT r1.!:_(~ + 88). 
de de e 8e de dc2 e 8e de de e 8e 
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The equations ( 4.12) and ( 4.16) imply that IT2( ddT r 1!!:_( ~ + 888 )I = 0( __!__ ). We now 
c de c c T 2 
. (dT) 2 d
2
T(8 88) B d·.cr . . estimate -d - -d 2 - + -8 
. y iuerentiatmg the equation 8 = 0 with respect to 
e e e e 
ewe obtain ae a0ar 
8e 8T 8e. 
Differentiating further we obtain 
_ 8
2
0 _ 2 8
2
0 = a20 (dT) 2 + d2T 88 
8e2 8c8T 8T2 de de2 8T · 
From (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain the following formula. 
88 " a T 1 e 1 
8
T = (-b1a1e- 1 - K
4
(0) K2(0)i9(0) T 2 )(1 '. 0( 8T + T + e)) ( 4.17) 
It follows that 
828 " 2 -a T 1 e 1 · 
8
T 2 = (b1a1e 
1 +2K
4
(0)K2(0)i9(0)T3 )(1 +0(8T+ T +e)) 
. . 
82 0 1 1 · · 1 
8Tae = (- K4(0) K2(0)i9(0)T2 + O(e-a1T))(l + 0(8T + T + e)). (4.18) 
820 
Note also that I 
8
T
2 
I is bounded. It follows from ( 4.15), ( 4.17) and ( 4.18) that 
dT ·d2T 820 88 1 · 1 
(de )-2 de2 = - 8T2. (8Tt1 + O(T2) = Co(l + 0(8T + T + e)), 
b1ai dT 2 d2T 8 88 Co where Co 2:: ,. 1 . It follows that ( d t d:T( - + -8 ) > 2T. Hence b1a1 + iq(O)K2(0)i9(0) C C C e 
~~ < 0 for T sufficiently large. D 
Remark 5 The maximum of c( e) must occur when the three expressions in ( 4.13), 
88 88 dT . 
namely e oe, 
8
T de and 8 are of the same order. This happens when e = O(Tca1T). 
Remark 6 Note that for fixed a the variable T varies monotonically in the interval 
[T*(a),oo]. It follows from (4.8) that T*(a) -7 oo as a -7 0. Consequently (4.6) 
implies that 8(c) -7 0 uniformly inc E [O,c*(a)], a -7 0. 
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 1 
We look for homoclinic orbits r f as perturbations of the singular orbit r JO shown 
in Figure la. Using Proposition 2 we express wu(po) n :E1 and ws(SL) n :E2 in the 
following way: 
Wu(Po) n :Ei = (~, -µ1(c - c*) - µ28, 0(8)) 
Ws(SL) n I.:2 = (µ3(c - c*) - µ4(z - z*) + 0(8), ~' z + 0(8)), 
where µ1 = -TJ1 +O(c-c*,z-z*,8), µ2 = -TJ2+0(c-c*,z-z*,8), µ3 = TJ3+0(c-
c*, z - z*, 8) and µ4 = -TJ4 + 0( c - c*, z - z*, 8). The condition II(Wu(po) n :Ei) C 
ws(SL) n :E2 for the existence of a homoclinic orbit yields the bifurcation equation: 
b -c/"T ( *) c 1 e u = -µ1 c - c - µ2u 
b2e-cx;T = µ3( c - c*) - µ4( 8T - z*) + 0( 8). 
( 4.19a) 
( 4.19b) 
We solve ( 4.19b) for 8T as a function of ~ and c by the implicit function theorem,, 
obtaining the following expression: 
( 4.20) 
Next we substitute ( 4.20) in ( 4.19a) and solve by the implicit function theorem for 
~ as a function of c - c*, obtaining the following expression: 
Combining (4.20) and (4.21) we obtain the expression for 8: 
8 = _µl(O) (c- c*) + O((c - c*)2 ). 
µ2(0) 
( 4.21) 
( 4.22) 
D 
Remark 7 Since µ1 ((O )) > 0 it follows that the curve in the ( c, €) plane corresponding 
µ2 0 
to fast waves has negative slope. This information is crucial for the proof of stability 
of the fast wave. 
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5 Shilnikov coordinates. 
In this section we prove Theorem 4. 
We will make use of the following properties of (3.5). 
1. The slow manifold SR = {(O, 0, z) : z E lRm} is invariant. The stable and~ 
unstable manifolds Ws(SR) and Wu( SR) are the planes {y = O} and { x = O} 
respectively. 
2. Restricted to W 8 (SR) the equation (3.5) has the form 
x = -A8 (x, 0, z)x 
y=O 
i = 8U 
(5.1) 
Let q+(t, z0 , 8) denote the solution to (5.1) with initial condition (~, 0, z0 ). 
3. Restricted to Wu( SR) the equation (3.5) has the form 
x=O 
y = Au(o, y, z)y 
i =8U 
(5.2) 
Let q_(t, z0 , 8) denote the solution to (5.2) with initial condition (0, ~' z0 ). 
The proof of Theorem 4 consists of the following steps: 
(i) proving the existence of a unique solution of the Shilnikov problem for specified 
(T, z, A, 8). 
(ii) obtaining the estimates on the solution and its derivatives. 
For convenience of notation we replace T by 2T, that is look for a solution p of (3.5) 
satisfying p(O) E ~o and p(2T) E ~1 . To prove (i) we consider two solutions of 
(3.5) P+(t) and p_(t), defined on [O, T] and on [T, 2T], respectively, with P+(O) E ~1 
and p_ (2T) E ~2 , see Fig. 5. The solution of the Shilnikov problem is obtained by 
finding P+ and P- satisfying the matching condition P+(T) = p_(T). This apparently 
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Figure 5: The solutions P+ and P-. 
roundabout way of proving (i) is helpful in dealing with (ii). We will show that P± 
remain very close to q±. Using this information we can, in a fairly straightforward 
way, derive estimates separately for P+ and P-. Consider the equations 
(5.3) 
and 
(5.4) 
Let ~+(t,~) and ~:(t,s) be the transition matrices of (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. 
The proof of (ii) proceeds in two steps. Write p = (p1, p2 , p3 ) where p1 and p2 
correspond to the one-dimensional coordinates x and y and p3 corresponds to the m 
dimensional vector coordinate z. We show that pi(o) and p:_(2T) are approximately 
given by: 
p~(O) ~ ~~(O, T)q~(-T, 0, z0 + 28T) 
p:_(2T) ~ ~~(O, -T)qi(T, 0, zo). 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
In addition p3_ (2T) = Zo + 28TU + CJ( cconstT). Similar expressions hold for the 
derivatives of p~(O), p:_(2T) and p3_(2T). The second step in the proof of (ii) is to 
obtain the exact information on the asymptotic behavior of q+, q_, ~+ and ~:. We 
discuss the estimates for q± in detail, leaving the similar analysis of ~+. and ~~ to 
the reader. 
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This section is organized as follows. We begin by proving a result on the asym-
ptotic behavior of q±. Next we consider the linearizations of (3.5) around q+ and 
q_ ·and prove a result on exponential trichotomies for these equations. The proof 
of the existence of a solution to the Shilnikov problem follows. We first solve the 
linear nonhomogeneous problem and then the nonlinear problem in suitable function 
spaces. Finally we derive the estimates on the Shilnikov variables. 
Fix I~ 0 small. We introduce the following functions. 
aJ(z) = A8 (0, 0, z) -1 
(3'f (t, r, z0 ) = - la;( Ou+ zo)du 
a~(z) = Au(O, 0, z) -1 
(3J( r, t, z0 ) = [ aJ( Ou+ zo)du 
a 1 ( z) = min {a~ ( z), a; ( z)} 
(37 ( t, r) = - l a" ( 0 u) du 
Let /3J(t, z0 ) = /3J(t, 0, zo), /3J(t, zo) = /3J(t, 0, zo), /3'(t, zo) = /3'(t.' 0, zo). 
(5.7) 
Fix a* independent of I and satisfying 0. < a* < minm {a;(z), a~(z)}. We have 
zElR· · 
the following result. 
Lemma l · There exist functions bi (A, z), j = 1, 2, such that 
qi ( t) = b1 ef3~(t) + 0( ef3~(t)-a•t), t ~ 0 
q:_(t) = b2ef3~(t) + 0( ef3~(t)+a•t), t ::=; 0 
The functions bj are differentiable with respect to ( .\, z) and bj =/:- 0 for ,\ near Ao and 
z E Elm. lv.loreover 
where Vj E { 8, .\, z}, j = 1, ... , l and 1 ::=; l ::=; k + 1. 
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Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.5 in [20]. Here it will be carried 
out for qi. The argument for q2_ is similar. Let h(x, 8t) = A8 (0, 0, 8t+z)-A8 (x, 0, 8t+ 
z). Clearly lh(x, 8)1 :::; Cx2 for some constant C. The equation (5.1) is equivalent to: 
x = -A8 (0, 0, 8t + z)x + h(x, 8t). (5.8) 
Consider t E [O, T0]. Let es(t, r) be the transition matrix of the linearization of (5.8), 
that is es(t, r)x = ef3~(t,r)x. For TE IR we have 
q~(t) = E>'(t,TM(T) + 1; e•(t,r)h(q~(r),Or)dr. 
We define 
It follows that 
q~(t) = 0'(t, O)bi + j~ e•(t, r)h( q~( r), Or)dr. (5.9) 
From~·= qi(o) we conclude 
. . 
bi = ~ - !~ 0'(0, r)h(q~( T ), 8r)dr. (5.10) 
Note that for arbitrarily small positive I there exists a constant K independent of & 
such that 
lqi(t, z, 8)1 < ]{ ef3J(t,z) ~ 
lq:_(t, z, 8)1 < K ef3J(t,z) ~' (5.11) 
Similar estimates hold for the derivatives of qi and q2_ with respect to 8 and the other 
parameters. Using (5.11) we obtain 
I/~ e•(t, T )h(q~( r), Or)drl s; 
KC~2e/3](t) L ef3](r)+2-,r dr = ~20( ef3i(t)-a•t). (5.12) 
Hence, for ~ small enough, bi -=f:. 0. Additionally we conclude from (5.10) that bi is 
Ck smooth as a function of ( 8, A, z ). 
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To prove the statements concerning the derivatives of qi observe that for every 
I > 0 there exists a constant k such that the estimate 
holds for all partial derivatives up to order k + 1. The estimates on the derivatives 
of qi are now obtained by differentiating (5.9) with respect to the desired parameter 
and using estimates analogous to (5.11). Finally, to show that the derivatives of b1 
exist and are continuous we differentiate (5.10). D 
We now linearize the equations (3.5) around the solutions q±(t, z0 , 8). The linea-
rization of (3.5) around q+(t,zo,8) = (qi(t,zo,8),0,zo + 8t) is given by 
X = -As(q+)x - DxAs(q+)q~x + DyAs(q+)q~y + DzAs(q+)q~z 
y = Au(q+)Y (5.13) 
z = 8B(q+)q~y 
Similarily for q_(t, w, 8) = (0, q:_(t, zo, 8), zo + 8t) we obtain 
. . . 
x = -A8 (q_)x 
iJ = Au(q-)y + DxAu(q-)q~x + DyAu(q-)q~y + DzAu(q_)q:z (5.14.). 
i = 8B(q-)q:x. 
Let .Q. E lRm be the zero vector. We have 
Lemma 2 The linear equations (5.13} and (5.14} have exponential trichotomies de-
termined by the projections P±_(t), P±(t), P±(t) and the exponential rates f3'J(t), (3J(t). 
There exists K > 0 such that the following properties hold: 
1. 
P±(O)( x, y, z) = ( x, 0, .Q.), 
P±(O)( x, y, z) = (0, y, .Q.), 
P:HO)(x,y,z) = (0,0,z), 
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2. 
3. 
P~(t)(x, y, z) = (x, O,fr) + O(e,ei(t)(IYI + lzl), O,fr) 
P~(t)(x, y, z) = (0, y,fr) + O(e,ei(t)IYI, o, e,e,(t)Slyl) 
P~(t)(x,y,z) = (0,0,z) + O(e,e](t\lzl + e,6,(t)8lyl),O,e1P(t)5lyl) 
l<P+(t,r)P~(r)pl:::; Ke,G](t,T)IPI, 0:::; T:::; t 
l<P+( r, t)P.t(t)pl :::; K e,GJ(T,t)IPI, 0 :::; T :::; t 
P:_(t)(x,y,z) = (x,0,fr) + O(O,e,6J(t)lxl,e,61 (t)5lxl) 
P~(t)(x, y, z) == (0, y,fr) + 0(0, (e,GJ(t)(lxl + lzl),fr) 
P~(t)(x, y, z) == (0, 0, z) + O(e,GJ(t)(lzl + e,6,(t)8lxl), 0, e,6,(t)8lxl) 
l<P-(r, t)P~(t)pl:::; Ke,GJ(T,t)IPI, T:::; t:::; 0 
l<P-(t,r)P:_(t)pl:::; Ke,Gi(t,T)IPI, T:::; t.::=; 0. 
Proof. We carry out the proof of 2. The other case is similar. Let <P+(t, s) denote 
the transition matrices of (5.13) and ~+(t, s) the transition matrices for 
x == -(A8 (q+) + (DxA8 (q+)qi))x 
iJ == Au(q+)Y 
Since (5.15) is completely decoupled its transition matrix has the form 
( ~+ ( t, s) ~ 0 ) ' 0 <P+(t,s) 
(5.15) 
where ~+(t,s) and ~+(t,s)) are the transition matrices of the first and the second 
equation in (5.15) respectively. Using the variation of constants formula we obtain 
y(t,s) = ~~(t,s)yo 
z(t, s) = Zo + s[ B(q+(a)M(a)y(a, s )da (5.16) 
x( t, s) = <11+( t, s )xo - l <11+ ( t, a) (DyA'( q+( a) )qi( a )y( t, s) 
+DzA'(q+(a)M(a)z(t, s) )da, 
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where (x(t,s),y(t,s),z(t,s)) = <I>(t,s)(xo,y0 ,z0 ). Let P+(o), P+(o) and P+(o) be 
defined by 1 in the lemma. We define P+(t) by: 
P+(t) = <I>(t, O)P+(O)<I>(O, t) t 2:: 0. 
The other projections are defined analogously. We use this formula and (5.16) to 
derive the projections. Note that the y and z coordinates of <I>( t, s )( x 0 , y0 , z0 ) are 
given by the first and the second equation in (5.16) respectively. We have 
where, 
P+(t)(xo, Yo, zo) = (x 8 (t), 0, 0) 
P~(t)(xo, Yo, zo) = (xu(t), Yo, zu(t)) 
P~(t)(xo, Yo, zo) = (xc(t), 0, zc(t)) 
x'(t) = xo - <i!+(t, 0) t <i!+(o, a) ( D,A'(q+(a))qi(;,.)<i!+( a, t)yo 
+ DzA•(q+(a))qi(a)[zo + 8 { B(q+( r)M( r)<i!~( r, t)yodrJ)da 
x"(t) =la' <i!+(t, a) ( D,A•(q+(a))qi(a)<i!+(a, t)yo 
+ DzA•(q+(a))qi(a)[8 f B(q+( r)M( r)<i!+( r,t)yodrJ)da 
z"(t) = o fo' B(q+(a))qt(a)<I>+(a, t)yoda 
xc(t) = - la' <i!+(t, a)DzA'(q+(a)M(a)[zo + o [ B(q+( r))qt( r)<i!+( r, t)yodr]da 
zc(t) = zo + 8 t B(q+(r))qt(r)<i!+(r, t)yodr 
It follows that the projection operators have the required properties. In order to get 
the estimates on the contraction and expansion note that they hold for ~+(t, s ). The 
equations (5.16) and the form of P+. and P.f- imply that they also hold for <I>+(t, s ). 
The lemma follows. 0 
Remark 8 The existence of the trichotomies of Lemma 2 ia a consequence of the 
robustness of the hyperbolicity properties of ~u and ~s. Next to the existence of the 
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trichotomies we also need the estimates of the asymptotic behavior of the projections 
PJ.::, P±_ and P±_, which can only be obtained via a direct proof. These estimates will 
be used in Lemma 6. 
As outlined at the beginning of this section we consider solutions P±(t) of (3.5) 
with P+(O) == (~,y0,z0 ) and p_(2T) E ~1 • Let X == (X1,X2,X3 ). We write P± in 
the form 
(5.17) 
More precisely 
P+(t) == X+(t) + q+(t, z0 ) T ~ t ~ 0 
P-(t) == X_(t - 2T) + q_(t - 2T, z0 + 28T) 2T ~ t ~ T. (5.18) 
Let A± ( t) == D F ( q± ( t)). The matrices A+ ( t) and A_ ( t) are defined by the right hand 
sides of the equations (5.13) and (5.14) respectively. The equation (3.5) 'is equivalent 
.to the pair of equations 
X+ == A+X+ + F+(t, X+), t ~ 0 
X_ == A_X_ + F_(t,X_), t ~ 0, (5.19) 
where F±(-, X±) == F(X± + q±) - F(q±)- A±X±. Our goal is to find, for each choice 
of T, z0 and 8, solutions X± to (5.19) such that: 
(a) xi(o) == zo, 
(b) X+(T)-X_(-T) == (-qi(T),q:_(-T),O). 
The conditions (a) an~ (b) imply that the function p( t) given by concatenating the 
functions P+ and P- given in (5.18) is a solution of (3.5). We will show that p(t) 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. 
We begin by solving the linearized problem. Consider the equations 
X == A±(t)X + h±(t) (5.20) 
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We introduce the following function spaces: 
v~ == {g: [O, T]-+ lR I sup e1'l(t)lg(t)I == 11911~ < 00} 
T2t20 
v; == {g : [O, T] -+ lR I sup et3J(t,T) lg( t) I == ll9llu < 00} T~t;~~O + 
v~ == {g: [-T,O]-+ lR I sup e13J(t)lg(t)I == 11911~ < oo} 
-T:5t:50 
v~ == {g: [-T, O]-+ lR I sup et3i(t,-T)lg(t)1 == 11911:. < 00} 
-T:::;t:::;o 
For h : [O, T] -+ lRm let 
and for h: [-T, O]-+ lRm let 
llhll~ == T sup lh(t)I 
tE[O,T] 
llhll:_ == T sup lh(t)I. 
tE[-T,O] 
Let <I>±(t,r) == <I>(t,r)PJ(r), <I>±(t,r) == <I>(t,r)P±(r) and <l>±(t,r) == <I>(t,r)P±(r). 
Let 
V+ == {g: [O, T]-+ JRm+2 I g~ Ev~ and 9! Ev;} 
v_ == {g: [-T, O]-+ ]Rm+2 I g~ Ev~ and g'2_ EV~} 
We write g : [O, T] -+ JRm+2 in components as g == (g1 , g2 , g3 ). For g E V± let 
11911± == llg111±°+ 1192 11± + 1193 11±· Let V == V+·X V_. For g = (g+,9-) E V let 
11911==119+11+ + 119-ll-· We assume that (h+, h_) EV. 
Let A== A1e1 +A2e2+C be some constant vector in JRm+2 , where e1 == (1, 0, ... , 0), 
e2 == (0, 1, 0, ... , 0) and C is orthogonal to e1 and e2 • Consider the following solutions 
of (5.20+) and (5.20-). 
Y+(t) = <P'f.(t, T)A2e2 + J: <P'f.(t, s )h+(s )ds + l <P+(t, s )h+(s )ds 
+ l<P~(t,s)h+(s)ds (5.21) 
Y_ ( t) == <I>~ ( t, -T)A 1e1 + jt <I>~ ( t, s )h_ ( s )ds + r <I>:_ ( t, s )h_ ( s )ds + 
-T Jo 
l <P~(t, s )L(s )ds + <P'.'..(t, O)C. 
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Lemma 3 Let d == ( d1 , d2, d3 ) E JRm+2 • For T sufficiently large the linear equation 
Y+(T) - Y_(-T) == d 
has a unique solution. 
Proof Using Lemma 2 we can write 
Y+(T) == A 2e2 + O(e.6i(T)IA21, 0, e.6"t(T)IA2l8) 
+for '11'\-(T, s )h+(s )ds + { <11~(T, s )h+(s )ds 
Y_(-T) == A 1e1 + C + 0(0, e.6J(-T)(IA11 + ICI), e13"t(T)8IA11) -
J_o <J!c_(-T,s)h_(s)ds -j_0 <!!1:_(-T,s)h_(s)ds. 
-T -T 
It now follows that (5.22) is equivalent to 
d = L · A+v, 
where 
{T . {T 
v ==lo if!~(T,s)h+(s)ds +lo <f!~(T,s)h+(s)ds 
+ 1: <11'.'.. (T, s )h_ ( s )ds + j_°T <11':._ (T, s )h_( s )ds, 
and 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
where !l == (0, ... , 0) E 1Rm, Idmxm is the m X m identity matrix and Omxm is the 
m x m matrix with all entries equal to 0. For sufficiently large T L-1 exists, and 
A== L-1 (d - v). o 
Let .C : lR3 x V -+ V denote the linear operator assigning to ( d, h+, h_) the solutions 
of (5.20) (Y+, Y_) satisfying the condition (5.22). The operator .C depends Ck+l 
smoothly on ( 8, A, z) and its derivatives also define linear operators mapping lR3 x V 
to V. Let 11£11 denote the usual operator norm with respect to the norm I· I + 11 ·I I on 
lR3 xv. 
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Lemma 4_ The norms 11£11 and llDv1 ••• v1£IL Vj E { 8, ,.\, z}, j = 1, ... , l, l E {1, ... , k+ 
1} are uniformly bounded in T. 
Proof We derive a more precise expression for the solution of (5.23). We have the 
following estimates 
lo' <P~ ( t, s )h+( s )ds = 0( efii(t)( II h~ II~ + lh+ [), 0, 0) 
lo' <P~ ( t, s )h+( s )ds = O(tlh! I Hefl'(t) lh!I)( efii(t), O, 1) 
;; <P~ ( t, s )h+( s )ds = 0( eflJ(t,T)ll h! II~)( efll(t), 1, Oefi'(t)) (5.24) 
;_: <P~ (-t, s )h_( s )ds = 0(0, efiJ(-t)( llh~ II~ + IL I), 0), 
;_: <P'.:_ ( -t, s )h-( s )ds = 0( t[h: I + Oefi'(t) lh:_ 1)(0, efiJ(-t), 1) 
1t <P~(t, s)h-(s)ds = O(e,6l(t,-T)llh~ll~)(l, ef3;T(t), 8e,6-Y(t)). -T 
A computation shows that 
Using (5.24) with t = T we obtain the following estimate 
A = ( -d1 , d2 , -d3 ) + 0( ef3-Y(T) ldl + (II h~ II+ + lh+ l)ef3l(T)(l, e13;I(-T), ef3-Y(T)8) 
+(llh~ll~ + lh_l)ef3J(-T)(ef3J(T), 1, efP(T)S) (5.25) 
+(II h~ II~ + II h:_ 11:_ + 8e,e-r(T)(lh! I + lh: I)) ( e!3l(T), ef3J(-T), l) ). 
It follows from (5.24) and (5.25) that £ is uniformly bounded in T. To obtain the 
result for the derivatives of £ we need to obtain results analogous to Lemma 2 for 
the corresponding derivatives of iP + and cp _. Such results are proved by combining 
the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2 and the already available information 
on 'P+ and cp_, See also [20, Lemma 1.1]. The remaining part of the proof is similar 
to the proof of boundedness of£. D 
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We now define the Nemitskii operators G± by the formula: 
Let g be the functional defined by the formula: 
Q(X+, X_) = (X+, X_) - C(d, G+(X+), G_(X-), 8). 
For fixed T we consider the following nonlinear equation: 
Q(X+,X-) = 0. (5.26) 
Note that (5.26) is trivially satisfied ford= 0 and (X+, X_) = (0, 0). We will show 
that (5.26) can be solved for (X+, X_) by the implicit function theorem and that 
the solution exists for ( d, T) belonging to a neighborhood of (0, oo ). The solution 
(X+, X_) of (5.26) satisfying 
d = (-qi(T), q:_(-T), 0). (5.27) 
will provide the solution sought in Theorem. 4. We begin by proving the following 
proposition. 
Proposit~on 4 The equation (5.26} has a unique solution X = (X+, X_) depending 
Ck on (T, 8, A, z, d). Moreover llXll and llD111 ••• 111Xll, Vj E {T, ,\, z, d}, j = 1, ... , l, 
l E {O, ... , k} are uniformly bounded in T. The partial derivatives involving diffe-
rentiation with respect to 8 grow with at most polynomial rate as T -7 oo. This 
solution is defined on the set of the form W x (To, oo ), where W is a neighborhood of 
( 8, A, z, d) = (0, Ao, 0, 0) and T0 > 0 is sufficiently large. 
The proof of Proposition 4 is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 5 Fix T > 0. The operators G+ and Q_ are Ck smooth mappings of 
lR4 x V+ -7 V+ and R 4 x V_ -+ V_, respectively. The norms of the derivatives of 
G+ and Q_ with respect to (X+,X-) and (A,z) are uniformly bounded in T. The 
partial derivatives involving differentiation with respect to 8 grow with at most poly-
nomial rate as T -+ oo. 
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Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.13 in [20]. Here we sketch the 
proof referring to [20] for more details. We carry out the proof for the case of G+· 
The other case is similar. 
Using the form of F+ one obtains the following estimates 
It follows that 
Fi(t, 8, z, X+) = O((lx;1 + lqi11x+l)IX+I) 
F;(t,8,z,X+) = O(IX!llX+I) 
F!(t, 8, z, X+) = 0(8(1Xil + lqil)IXil). 
llG!(8,z,X+)ll~ = llF;(",8,z,X+)ll~ = O(llX!ll~IX+I) 
(5.28) 
llG~(8,z,X+)ll+ = llFi(",8,z,X+)ll+ = O((llXill+ + llqil14-)IX+I (5.29) 
11ai(8,z,X+)ll~ = TIF!(t,8,z,X+)I = O(e13'(T)(llX;11+ + llqill+)llX!ll+) 
The estimate (5.29) implies that G+(8,z,X+) EV+. We now show differentiability 
of G+· Continuity follows from differentiability. We claim that 
DG+(8,z,X+)h = DF+(°,8,z,X+)h. (5.30) 
Consider ai. We claim that partial derivatives of ai with respect to xi and x.;_ 
have the form 
Dx1G!(8,z,X+) = Dx1F;(",8,z,X+) 
Dx2G!(8, z, X+) = Dx2F;(", 8, z, X+) (5.31) 
Recall that if DG + exists then it must be a bounded operator mapping lR 4 x V+ to 
V+· For the partial derivatives this requirement means 
llDx1G!(8, z, X+)hll+::; Cllhll+ 
llDx2G!(8, z, X+)hll+::; Cllhll+ (5.32) 
for some constant C. We need to know that such inequalities hold for the right hand 
sides of the equations ( 5.31). It follows from the form of F + that D xi F:t. ( ·, 8, z, X+) = 
O(llX,;.11+). Hence 
llDx1F;(", 8, z, X+)hll+ = sup el'J(T,t)IDx1F;(", 8, z, X+)llhl 
T~t~O 
::; O(jjXull+)lhl ::; Cllhll+ 
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and 
llDx2F_;(', 8, z, X+)hll~ = sup el3J(T,t)IDx2F_;C, 8, z, X+)hl ~ Cllhll~· 
T~(2:0 
Note that C is independent of T. We have shown that the right hand sides of (5.31) 
define bounded operators on the right spaces. We now need to show that these indeed 
are the required derivatives. Let h E V{ 
llG!(X! + h, X!,X!) - G!(X+) - Dx1F_;(°,X+)hll~ llh~li :::; 
sup IF.;(t, xi+ h, x;, X!) - F.;(t, X+) - Dx1F.;(t, X+)hjel3J(T,t) llhlllu ~ 
T~t~O + 
sup el3J(T,t) f
1 
IDx1F_;(t, xi+ r1h, x;, X!) - Dx1F.;(t, X+)ldr1 ~ T~t~O Jo 
sup sup 
T~t~O T1 E[0,1] 
t IDx2Dx1(F_;(t,X! + r1h,r2X!,X!) - F_;(t,X!,r2X!,X!))ldr2llX!ll~-+ 0 
as llhll~ --+ 0. 
In the fast inequality we used the fact that F~(xi, 0, xi) = 0, which follows from 
(5.28). The first equation in (5.31) follows. The· proof of the second inequality in 
(5.31) is similar but does not require the use of (5.28). Using the same methods 
one proves that partial derivatives of Qi' j = 1, 2, 3, with respect to xi' i = 1, 2, 3 
and with respect to the parameters are obtained by taking the corresponding partial 
derivatives of Fi and composing them with X+. In the estimates other than the ones 
corresponding to Dx1 Qi, j = 1, 2, (5.28) must be used. For second order partial 
derivatives. the argument is similar, however estimates analogous to (5.28) must be 
obtained for partial derivatives other than Dx1Qi, j = 1, 2. This is done using the 
form of F + and Lemma 1. The situation is similar for partial derivatives of any order 
0<l~k+1. We conclude that Q+ is C" since partial derivatives up to order k + 1 
exist. The norms of the partial derivatives are uniformly bounded in T except for 
the derivatives with respect to 8. For this case we have 
DsFi(t,8,z,X+) = O(t(IX.!.I + lqil + IDsqil)IX+I) 
DsF_;(t,8,z,X+) = O(tlX!llX+I) 
DsF~(t,8,z,X+) = 0(8(tef3"1(T,o))). 
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(5.33) 
It follows that DsFt is bounded. However for the other two derivatives we obtain 
llDsFill+ = O(T(llX.!.11+ + llqill+ + llDsqill+)IX+I) 
llDsF;(", 8, z, X+)ll~ = O(TllX!ll~IX+I). 
The lemma follows. 
(5.34) 
D 
Proof of Proposition 4 Let T > 0 be fixed. Since g = Co (G+, G_) it follows 
that g is a Ck smooth function of (8,A,z,d,X+,X-). It follows from the form of 
F+ and Lemma 5 that DG±(X±)(8, A, z, 0, 0, 0) = 0. Hence ng(X+,X-)(8, A, z, 0, 0, O} is 
invertible. By the implicit function theorem [4] (5.26) has a unique solution defined 
on a neighborhood of (0, Ao, 0, 0, 0, 0) in V. It follows from Proposition 4 and Lemma 
4 that the estimates on the derivatives of g with respect to d, X+ and X_ are uniform 
in T. Hence the solution of (5.26) exists for (T, 8, A, z, d) in an open neighborhood of 
( oo, 0, Ao, 0, 0) and depends Ck smoothly on ( 8, A, z, d). Proposition 4 and Lemma 4 
also imply that the derivatives of the solution (X+, X_) with respect to (A, z, d) are 
uniformly bounded in T. We will show in the sequel that when dis given by (5.27) 
then the.derivatives of (X+,X-) with respect to 8 are also uniformly bounded·in T. 
Note that the ab~ve argument ~ould be repea~ed using maximum norms. This 
shows the uniqueness of the solution. 
It remains to understand the effect of varying T. We claim that the solutions of 
(5.26) depend Ck smoothly on T. The argument is analogous as in [20, p. 97]. We· 
rescale the time lettings = (1 + wT). This way (3.5) becomes 
x = (1 +w)F(X). . (5.35) 
We define an operator£ analogous to C and consider the fixed point problem 
(5.36) 
defined analogously as (5.26). Let (X+, X_) be the solution of (5.36). By the uni-
queness of solutions of (5.26) and (5.36) X±(To, w, A, z, 8) = X±((l + w)To, A, z, 8). 
Differentiating we obtain 
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Here DT and Dw denote partial derivatives and d: denotes the total derivative. For 
X± we can prove differentiability with respect tow analogously as we showed differn-
tiability of X± with respect to ( 8, .X, z ). Only the exponential rates must be multiplied 
by (1 + w ), i.e. we must introduce aJ = (1 + w )o:J' a~ = (1 + w )a~ and proceed as in 
(5.7). Note that we can consider win a very small interval. Hence, possibly slightly 
increasing I, we conclude that DrX± (T, 8, A, z) exists and is uniformly bounded in 
T. D 
Remark 9 Let X == (X+,X-) be the solution of (5.26). It follows from (5.34) that 
llDsXll == O(T). Similarily a higher order partial derivative is of the order O(T1) if 
it involves differentiating l times with respect to 8. 
Let X* == (X.f., x.:.) be the solution of (5.26) satisfying (5.27). Recall that the 
pair (X.f., x.:_) generates a solution of (3.5) given by (5.18). We have the following 
estimates. 
Lemma6 
llX~2 II~ = 0( ef3J(-T)) 
IX~I = O(e-a*T) 
11x.:_111~ == 0( e/3](T)) 
IX: I = 0( e-a*T) 
Proof. We first consider X~. Lemma 2 implies that llX.f.2 11+. = O(llP+OX.f.011). 
We have 
P~(t)X;(t) = <l)'f.(t, T)A2e2 + £. <l)'f.(t, o-)G(x;)(o-)do-. 
It follows from (5.29) and Lemma 2 that 
Since IX.f. I is small it follows that 
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Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 imply that IA2 1 == O(e.BJ(-T)). For the other inequality 
consider the projection P ==Id - P+. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
p ( t) ( x, y, z) == ( x, 0, z) + 0 ( eP (T)). 
Also, using the estimates (5.29) and the already obtained estimates on IX~2 1 we obtain 
IP x+1 ::; 1l1>'f-{t, a)G(X+)(a)dal + 1l1>~(t, a)G(X+)( a)dal = 
O(e,6-Y(T)) + O((K~ + 11x;1 11~)l(X;1, O,X;3)1), 
where K is the same constant as in (5.11). By choosing ~ small enough we may 
conclude that I ( x+1 ' 0' x+3) I == 0 ( e.B-Y (T)). In view of the estimate on I X~2 I we 0 btain 
the required result. For x:_ note that (5.29) and (5.25) imply that C == 0( e.6-Y(T)) 
(see (5.21) for the definition of C). The remaining part of the argument is similar to 
the x+ case. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Note that 
x+(o) = 1>+{o, T)A2e2 + £° 1>+{o, t)G(x+)(t)dt 
x:(o) = 1>:{o, -T)A1 e1 + L: qi•(o, t)G(X+)(t)dt + c. (5.37) 
Using Lemma 6 and the estimate (5.29) we obtain 
x;2 (0) = ~~ (0, T)A2 + 0( e.BJ(-T,T)-a*T) 
x:.1 (0) == <I>:(o, -T)A1 + O(e.B'I(T,-T)-a*T) 
X:.3 (0) == 0( e-a*T). 
Differentiating (5.37), using Remark 9 and Lemma 6 we obtain the identity 
Dv1 ... viX;2(0) == Dv1 ... v1 (<i>~(O, T)A2 ) + O(e.6J(-T,T)-a*T) 
(5.38) 
Dv1 ... viX:.
1(0) == Dv1 ... vi(<i>:(o, -T)A1) + O(e.6'I(T,-T)-a*T) (5.39) 
Dv1 ... viX:.
3(0) == O(e-a*T), 
where Vj = T, A, z or 8, l E {1, ... , k} and j = 1, ... , l. For the derivatives with 
respect to 8 we may have to slightly decrease a* due to the factor T possibly appearing 
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in the estimate of llDsG(X*)ll and in llDsX*ll· To illustrate the derivation of (5.39) 
we estimate DsX+. Since pu(o) is the projection onto the second component (see 
Lemma 2) we have x+(o) = (0, x+2 (0),D.) with 
x+2(0) = <l>'f-(0, T)A2 +fr° <l>'f-(0, t)G2(X+)(t)dt. 
We claim that 
:s ~'f-(0, t)G2(x+)( t) = 0( eilJ(-T,T)-a'T), (5.40) 
with a* slightly decreased. By differentiating (5.15) with respect to 8 and using the 
properties of~+ we obtain 
I;., ~'t- (0, t)yol ::0: k eilJ(o,t)Yo· 
with/ possibly slightly larger. Hence, using (5.29), we obtain, 
( :S cI>u(o, t) )G2(X+)( t) = O( eilJ(-T,T)-<>'T). 
Using Lemma 6 and similar estimates as outlined in the proof of Lemma 5 we obtain 
II :,,02 ( 8, xm~ = O(TeilJ(-T)-a'T). 
By slightly decreasing a* we obtain the estimate (5.40). It follows that DsX+(o) 
satisfies (5.39). 
We are now .ready to derive asymptotic expansions given in the statement of 
Theorem 4. L~t a~ = 2~(3~(T, -T) and a; = 2~(3~(-T, T). Using Lemma 1 and 
estimates analogous as in the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain the following expressions: 
~~(O, T)A2 = a1e-2a!T + O(e-2a!T-a*T) 
~~(O, -T)Al = a2e-2a!T + O(e-2a!T-a*T), 
where ai and a2 are smooth functions of(..\, z, 8). Moreover 
D ~u(o. T)A2 = D (a e-2a!T) + O(e-2a!T-a*T) 
111 ••• 11z , 111 ••• 11z 1 
D ~s(O T)Al = D (a e-2a!T) + O(e-2a!T-a*T) 
111 •• • 11z , 111 . •• 111 2 , 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
where Vj = T, A, z or 8, l E {1, ... , k} and j = 1, ... , l. By combining the estimates 
(5.38), (5.39), (5.41) and (5.42) and replacing 2T by T we obtain the statement of 
Theorem 4. D 
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6 The existence of an inclination-flip point 
In this section we prove Theorem 5. In the proof we use the following results. 
Proposition 5 The homoclinic orbits r 1 are non-twisted. 
Proposition 6 For every 0 < a < ! there exists I > 0 such that for any sufficiently 
small c and 8 the corresponding slow wave homoclinic orbit rs is twisted. 
Proof of Theorem 5 Let 0 < a < !, / > 0 be such that I's is twisted. By 
Proposition 5 r 1 is non-twisted. Hence there exists an inclination flip point along 
any path in the parameter space joining rs to r 1. The existence of such paths follows 
from Theorem 3. D 
Proof of Proposition 5 
Consider the adjoint equation 
~ = -DF(!1(t)f 1/;, (6.1) 
'Yhere F is the right hand side of the (1.2) in the origi!-1-.al coordinates·( u, v, w) and 
r 1 = { 11(t) : · t E JR} is a homoclinic orbit corresponding to a fast wave. The 
equation (6.1) has a unique, up to multiplication by a constant, bounded solution 
((t). This solution is normal to the stable manifold ws(p0 ). Fort~ ±oo (6.1) is 
close to 
. T 
1f; = -A 1/;, (6.2) 
where A = DF(O). The matrix -AT has eigenvalues -Ass, -As, -Au with normed 
eigenvectors e:s, e:, e:. Let ei, e2, e3 denote the standard basis vectors and let es, ess, 
eu denote the normed eigenvectors of A corresponding to As, Ass and Au respectively. 
We orient the eigenvectors of A so that ei · ess > 0, e2 · eu > 0 and e3 ·es > 0 and the 
eigenvectors of -AT so that ess · e;s > 0, es· e; > 0, eu · e: > 0. Since ((t) is bounded 
it follows that 
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We choose ((t) so that,~~ l~gil = e:. We will show that 
1. ((t) * t-l~oo l((t)I =es. (6.3) 
In view of the definition of an inclination-flip point given in Section 3 this implies the· 
assertion of the proposition. Let (s(t) be a.solution of (6.1) with the property that 
This solution is unique up to multiplication by a constant. Let Nt denote the ortho-
gonal complement of ,:.fJ(t) at "(J(t). The bundle {Nt}teJR is invariant for (6.1), i.e. if 
v(t) is a solution of (6.1) and v(to) E Nt0 then v(t) E Nt for all t E JR. Moreover ((t) 
and (s(t) are contained in Nt. The line with direction vector (s(t), t E JR, divides Nt 
into two halfplanes Nt which are invariant in the following sense: if v(t) is a solution 
of (6.1) and v(to) E Nt! for some t0 E JR then v(t) E Nt± for all t E JR. The sign ± 
in the definition of Nt is chosen in such a way that if v(to) E Nfo then 
1. v(t) * Ill -, ( )I =±es. t-+-00 v t 
Note that Nt consists of the vectors v such that the angle from (s ( t) to v ( t) measured 
counterclockwise is less than 7r. 
Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates introduced in Section 4. Let tj, j = 1, 2 be 
such that 11(ti) E I;i· We will show that ((t1) is close to a positive multiple of the 
vector (0, -1, 0). First observe that the Exchange Lemma (Theorem 2) or Theorem 4 
applied in backward time imply that near 1(t2 ) the manifold W 3 (p0 ) is C1 0( e_co~st) 
close to the plane {y = 0}. Hence 1$~~ 1 is O(e_co~st) close to the vector (0,±1,0). 
We need to determine the orientation of ((t) relative to the y-axis. We proceed as 
follows. For each t E [t1 , t 2] we define a section L;(t) in such a way that 
• L;(t) intersects r f transversely at 11(t), 
• {I;(t)}tE[tih] is a continuous family of planes. 
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z z 
x 
((t1) 
(a) Position of W 8 (po) n E2 and ((t2). (b) Position of (( t 1) and (s( t1). 
Figure 6: The behavior of ((t) and (s(t) in the sections E1 and E2 • 
We now define a family of vectors tangent to W 8 (po) n E(t). Let. V2 E T-y,(t2) W 8 (po) n 
E2 . 'Let Ilt be the first hit map from E(t) to E2 and let v(t) = Ilt"1 (v2). The vectors 
{ v( t), -~ff ( t)}tE[t1h] define an orientation of the piece of W 8 (po) bounded by E1 and 
E2 • The vector ((t) also defines an orientation of this manifold. It follows that the 
frames {( ( ( t j), v ( t j) ,-.:ff ( t j)) L=1,2 have the same orientation. Hence the direction of 
((t1 ) can be deduced from the position of ((t2) and v(tj), j = 1, 2. 
Recall that for 8 = 0 there is a connection rl = {1l(t) : t E IR} from an 
equilibrium (0, 0, z*) E SR to an equilibrium in s£. There exists To ~ t2 such that 
for t E [t2 , To] the vector ((t) is close to a positive multiple of the vector (0 (t) = 
(..Y12 (t), -..Y11 (t),111 (t)) which is a bounded solution of the adjoint equation around r 1 
with the property that lim(0 (t) = (0, 0, 0). When t ?:: T0 the vector ((t) gradually 
t--+-oo 
becomes alined with e:. Note that (0 (t2) E E2 , which is not the case for ((t). The 
Melnikov analysis for 8 = 0 implies that ((t2 ) is as shown in Fig. 6a. 
We now analyze the action of rr-1 ( = rr;1 ) on V2. The passage time from E1 
to E2 for r f equals w~S) for some function w ( 8)' see ( 4. 20). Recall that for ( c, 8) 
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y 
corresponding to a fast wave c == 0( 8) and ws(p0 ) n 'E2 has the form 
We parametrize ws (Po) n 'E2 as follows. 
Ws(Po) n 'E2 == { ( a2e-a!~, L)., h( e-a!~)) : w E [-77 + w( 8), 17 + w( 8)]}, 
where 17 > 0 is a constant and h(z) == - µ
4
( 0)z + O(z
2
). Recall that II is determined 
by the solutions of (1.2) given in Theorem 4. We have 
We choose v2 as follows: 
Vz = v(t2) = !(a2e-a:'f,ll,h(e-"':7))lw=o, 
see Fig. 6a. Define v1 == v(t1). Clearly v1 is O(e_co;st) close to the vector (0, 0, -1). 
Moreover '11(tj), j == 1, 2 are 0(8) close to positive multiples of (-1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) 
respectively. It follows that ((t1 ) is 0(8) close to a positive multiple of (0, -1, 0). 
We now an·alyze the behaviour of (s(t), t E [~oo, t 1]. Recall that for 8 == 0 
there is a connecting orbit· rr == { '"'( ( t) : . t E 1R} from p0 to p1 • Let (so ( t) = 
( -=yr2(t), --=yr1(t), 1r1(t)). Note that (so(t) is a bounded solution of the adjoint equation 
around rr normal to. ws(SL) and that 1 ~:f!~ 1 remains close to 1 ~:~f !~ 1 for t ::::; t2 • The 
Melnikov computations done in Section 4, namely the fact that 774 < 0, and the 
closeness of (s to (os imply that (s(t1 ) is as shown in Fig. 6b. In particular the 
angle from (s(t1 ) to (0, -1, 0) measured in the counter clockwise direction is less than 
1r. By continuity the same holds for the angle between (s(t1 ) and ((t1), implying 
((t1) E Nt~. D 
Proof of Proposition 6 Fix 0 < a < t. Let rs be the homoclinic orbit corre-
sponding to the slow wave. Recall that rs is close to a homoclinic orbit r sO existing 
for c = 8 = 0. Recall also that for c == 8 = 0 the system (1.2) is hamiltonian and r so 
is planar, i.e. I'so = {(11(t),12(t),O) : t E JR}. An explicit computation shows that 
( 0 (t) = (72(t), -'11(t),11(t)) is a bounded solution of the adjoint equation around I'so 
satisfying the condition lim (0 (t) == 0. Note that lim 
1
;o((t))I = e;
8
• Consider the 
t-+±oo t-+-oo ':,O t 
adjoint equation around rs 
(6.4) 
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and let ((t) be a non-zero bounded solution of (6.4) (((t) is unique up to multiplication 
by a constant). We will show that for some a E (0, ~), 1 > 0 c, 8 positive and small 
1. ((t) * tl~oo l((t)I =-es, (6.5) 
which implies that the corresponding rs is twisted. 
Consider a solution of (6.4) (s(t) with the property that 
1. (s(i) * Im -,/" ()I= ess· t-+-oo ':,s i 
This solution is unique up to multiplication by a constant. Consider the plane bundle 
Nt and the halfplanes Nt± defined for rs analogously as for r f. We will show that for 
suitable values of a, c and 8 ((0) E N0 . 
Note that (0 (0) = ( 1'2(0), 0, 11 (0)) with 11 (0) > 0 and 1'2(0) < 0. Given the form 
of (0 (t) and fso it is easy to see that ((0) E N(j" if ( 1 (0) > C(O). Consider the 
quantity dist = ( 1(0) - (1(0). Note that the sign of ! distlc=O determines whether 
((0) is in Nft or in N0. The equation (6.4) has the f9rm 
. ( 0 f'(1
1
(t) -8) 
1/; = -1 -c 0 1/; 
0 -1 81 
(6.6) 
The functions ('(t) = dd ((t)lc=O and (;(t) = dd ((t)lc=O satisfy the equation 
c c . 
( 
0 f'(1 1 (t) -8) ( f"(1 1 (t))111(t) ) (-1 ) 
'¢' = -1 -c ,o iP' + C5(t) -1 + C8(t)g(a) o (6.7) 
0 -1 -;_/ 0 1 
for t ;::: 0 and t ~ 0 respectively. The function g is defined as g( a) = dd ( 8) . It 
C c=O 
follows from Melnikov analysis that g(a) = - £:s, where 
Mc 
Mc= J_)r2(t))2dt 
Ms= - /_: ('·y1(t)) 2dt. 
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(6.8) 
Hence g(a) > 0. 
We now express ('(t) and (~(t) using the variation of constants formula. Let e0 (t) 
be a solution of (6.4) independent of (0 and the constant solution identically equal to 
e;. Consider the projections Pc0 (t), Peo(t), Pe:(t) onto (o(t), fo(t) and e; such that 
the kernel of each projection is the sum of the ranges of the other two. Let q>(t, s) 
denote the transition matrix of (6.6) for c = 8 = 0 and let 
( 
J"('-y1(t))'r1'(t) ) (-1 ) 
h(s) = a(t) ~1 + (J(t)g(a) ~ . 
Using the variation of constants formula and the t ---+ ±oo asymptotics of ( ( t) and 
(s ( t) we obtain the expansions 
In particular 
('(t) = a(o(t) + l <P(t,s)P(0 (s)h(s)ds + 
j~ <P(t,s)(Pe0 (s) + Pe;(s))h(s)ds, t;::: 0 
(~ ( t) . as (o ( t) + l <P ( t, s) P(0 ( s) h ( s) ds + 
/
00 
<P(t,s)(Pe0 (s) + P.:(s))h(s)ds, t ~ 0 
('(O) = a(o(O) + j~ <P(O,s)(Peo(s) + Pe:(s))h(s)ds 
(;{O) = a(o(O) + 1: <P(O,s)(Peo(s) + P.:(s))h(s)ds. 
(6.9) 
We require that l((O)I = const. and l(s(O)I = const. This implies that (;(O) · (o(O) = 
('(O) · (0 (0) = 0. The last two equations determine a and a 8 • When hi is large 
h(t) R! 7(J(t)g(a) ( : ) . 
Let !(a) = g(a) f000 (g(t)dt. Since (g(t) > 0 for all t E 1R and (g(-t) = -(g(t) it 
follows that I(a) > 0 and I(a) = g(a) f~00 (g(t)dt. We obtain 
a:l(o(O)l 2 ~ 1I(a)(g(o) 
a:sl(o(O)l 2 ~ -1I(a)(5(0). 
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It follows that 
('(O) ~ 1I(a) ((g(o)(c}(O) o -1 + (g(o) 2 ) 
l(o(O) 12 ' ' l(o(O) 12 
I I( a) I Co(~) 12 ( cg(o)(t (0), 0, -(J(0)2). 
Similarily 
c;(o) RJ 1I(a) ICoto)l2 (-(g{o)ct{o), o, ct{0)2). 
Since ( 1 (0) < 0 it follows that ~ distl=o < 0 when/~ 0. The proposition follows. 
D 
7 Conclusions 
In this article we analyzed the problem of the existence of 1-homoclinic orbits of the 
equation (1.2) near the singular orbit r 0 for (8,c,a) ~ (0,0, !). In particular we 
proved t.he conjecture of Yanagida for parameter values in this region. Additionally 
we proved the existe~ce of inclinatio~-flip points for_ the equation (1.2), thus providing 
evidence for the existence of travelling waves of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation with 
an arbitrary number of pulses. 
Typically the existence of an inclination-flip point in the case of the eigenvalue· 
configuration occuring for (1.2) implies the existence of n-homoclinic orbits [11]. To 
establish if such solutions really do occur one must check if a certain global coefficient 
does not vanish. This is difficult to achieve for (1.2) since the precise location of the 
inclination flip point it not known. Moreover, if the n-pulses exist, they are likely 
to be unstable as solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation. A natural question is 
whether complicated dynamics, in particular multiple pulse solutions, can be found 
in the unfolding of the singularity at ( 8, c, a) = ( 0, 0, t). 
In order to investigate the existence of homoclinic orbits we constructed Shilnikov 
coordinates near the slow manifold SR (Theorem 4). Our approach leads to a good 
understanding of the flow near a slow manifold in a similar manner as the Exchange 
Lemma. Additionally Theorem 4 provides means for a bifurcation analysis, since it 
gives an explicit expression of the flow near a slow manifold at lowest order. This 
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lowest order approximation is given by the flow of a vector field constant in the center 
directions and linear in the hyperbolic directions, see Remark 2. 
An assumption in Theorem 4 is that the fast stable and the fast unstable variables 
are one dimensional. Using the methods of this article an extension of to the case of 
the fast stable and fast unstable variables having arbitrary finite dimensions could 
be proved under the assumption that the principal eigenvalues of As and Au along 
the relevant portion of the slow manifold remain simple. An interesting question is 
whether yet further extensions are possible, in particular to a generic vector field of 
the form (3.5) with the variables x and z having arbitrary finite dimensions. Another 
way of generalizing Theorem 4 would be to develop a version of the method of Lin 
[16], [20] suited for the singular perturbation setting. 
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